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The feasibility of using field-.effe:fbt transistors in wide-band 
differential amplifier applications has been investigated. An analysis 
" of bipolar transistor differential amplifiers is included· which: 
·• de~~nstrates the problem of thermal drift and low input. impedance 
pres.ant in all low level transistor amplifiers. All investigation of a 
field-effect transistor (FE'T) shows tha''t such a device possesses the 
properties of zero ·thermal drift at a particular b~as point, extremely 
high input impedance, good radiation resistance, low noise, and high 
power gain. It is therefore postulated that employing FET 1s in a 
. 
-
diff erentia.l amplifier will result in a circuit having veey high input 
impedance and very low thermal drift. .• . ~ 
An JET differential amplifier has been designed and bu.il t to tes"t 
the feasibility of such a system. The test circuit had an input impedance \ 
of J megohms, a gain of J4 and a bandwidth of 5 megahertz. Thermal test-
ing over a range from 5°c to .50°0 showed very low drift. Thus the test 
circuit possessed the desired properties. However, the disadvantage of 
such a circuit is that with so large an input resistanc~, a small 
... amount of input capacitance severely limits the bandwidth of the system . 1, 
and extensive feedback must be used at the expense of gain to maintain 
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The lot, level perf orma.nce of any amplifier,. including the 
differential amplifier is limited due to thermal ~rift of several 
------~--~-~P~~meters of_ the_ ~~ctive compo~~nts in the circuit •. If bipolar 
0 
.......... ::. ,-.., ·-- ·-·-· ··f;· -~-
.. ------------:·-·----·····--··c··:--c·--------·------- -.---transistors are -used as - the active components, the change in base . 
-·--·-···· ---· --··-------- -· ----- ···-··--,....·i·,.--,--:- .•.. ~-----;---- ---·-· -·--·· 
to emitter voltage (VBE) with respect to t'emper~ture. and .. the change in 
. . . . ,,. ' 
d-c collector cutoff current (IC]O) with ,respect to temperature make 
' 
the most significant contributions to the thermal drift of the system. 
These drift parameters are. functions of the bias point but never go to 
ze~o or change sign. The differential amplifier configuration tends to 
. . \ 
reduce the thermal drift by effectively taking the difference of the ---~·--~ 
<• 
respective drift parameters of the two active components in the circuit, 
·as is shown in Appendix A• Thus for good perf onnance from the amplifier, 
the two transistors used must be matched not only for a-c gain, but also 
~or drift parameters in order to achieve low thermal drift of the 
.,,. 
circuit. In practice, the transistor match is never perfect. Care must 
. . 
also be taken to assure ,that each of the transistor junctions tracks 
the same temperature during thermal fluctuations. 
) The bipolar transistor differential amplifier is further limited 
to relatively low input impedances due to the fact that the input is 
" a forward biased p-n junction. 
:By ~ing field-effect transistors (FET•s) instead of bipolar 
transistors the problems discussed above can be ·alieviated. The drain 
current_ of ,.,,the FET with the source terminal grounded changes With _ 
.. 
changing temperature, and as with the bipolar transistor, this thermal 
·, ~,. drift parameter is a function of the bias point-. However, 11nJ ike . 























' 1 in sign as ·the bias point is varied. Consequently there is a particular 
' 
bias point at which the parameters of the FRl' do not. chB,Jlge with 
variations in temperatll.reo This point is called the "crossover point". 
(See Figure 1) If the Fm is bias~ close to the crossover point the 
<;J, thermal drift will be very small. This fact, coupled with the drift. 
canceling properties of the differential a.mplifierD will result in 
. extremely small drift for the system. :&iual temperature of each FIT 
is thus not as important as. for bipolar transistors. 
As discussed in Appendix B, the input of the :rm is .. a reversed 
biased diode, thus exhibiting a very high input impedance. So little 
curl'ent is. drawn in .-the :.Fm I s input terminals. that it can be eons idered 
... 
a voltage-controlled current source,· similar to a pentode vacuum tube. 
!'he. common bipolar transistor, on the other hand, is a current-controlled 
current source • 
In addition to J>roviding the solution to the two major limitations 
--
_ of differential amplifiers, the l'..Hn' possesses_ several other desirable 
characteristics~ ~or instance, the-FE'f has. extremel7 high power gain 
. . whi~h makes it an excellent choice·. for a first stage in any amplifier. 
This conclusion is a result of Friis2 formula for the total effect4ve 
noise temperature of a multistage amplifier which is: 
• ~ .. ,c' T eff 
.. 'et\:::: 'er:rl + Ga"l. 2 + • • • (1) 
I'!• 
1. Leonce J. Sevin, Jr., Field-Effect Transist_9_rs, (Jew. York,· 1965), PP• 32-41. -
2. H. T. Friis, aw~gise J'iga.res of :Radio Receiversn, Proceedings of _ 
-the I.R.·E., vol. 32, (July. 19~), pp~ 419-422. 
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= eff8ctive noise temperature of the second stage. 
Gay = available power gain of the first stage. 1 () . , 
I 
It is evident from equation (1) t~t the effective noise temperature 
of the first stage is most significant to the total noise temperature 
a.nd consequently the noise of the· subsequent stage is divided by the 
gain of the first stage, which is very large for the FET. In addi_tion, i .. • 
• 
the FET has a low effective noise temperat~e relative to the bipolar 
transistor. Also tche FET has good radiation resistance since it does 
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An FET Differential Amplifier 
- -- ------ ----
To illustrate the fe~sibility of ittcorporating F:ET 1 s in the con-
"\"'. ' 
struction of differe.ntial amplifiers, such a circuit w~s designed and .. 
built. The design critera were: a bandwidth of 5 mega.hertz; a lower 
cutoff frequency of 20 kilohertz; a nominal voltage gain of JO; and as 
high an input impedance as possible. A schematic of the final design of 
the circu.i t is shown in Figure 2. 
& 
The basic configuration used is an FET differential amplifier, 
followed by a bipolar transistor differential amplifier, with a one-
.. 
• 
stage single-ended -transistor amplifier as the output stage •. - (See Figure 
J) The F1T - bipolar transistor combination was chosen because of its 
high power gain. High gain is obtained because the FET output matches 
,. 
the input of the bipolar transistor it drives. The FET acts as a voltage 
controlled cur~rent source and the bipolar transistor as a current-
controlled device, thus they provide a suitable match to each other. 
The input of the circuit is ma.d.e directly to gate terminals of the 
dual J'ET. This type of input provides the highest input impedance possible 
' 
with an FET, which is on the order of 3 megohms. However, with an input 
impedance of this magnitude, wide bandwidths become very difficult to 
... 
obtain due to input .capacity. \'!'he upper cutoff frequency is given by: 
0 
c~-
Thus, even for the l'ET used. which has an input capacitance on the order 
of 4 picofarads, the input res~stance is so large that the cutoff 
frequency, and thus th~ bandwidth becomes. approximately 100 kilohertz.·. 
/ 
In order to achieve greater bandwidth while maintaining a high input 
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R4, R5, ~O' Bll' ~5 - 1.2 ~J\. 
~" 
R6, ~· Rf3, R9 - 16 In 
Ri2 - . 300 ..n. 
Jli.3 - 24 I ..n. 
~ 4 - 2•7KA 
Ri6 - 100 . ..n.. 
~·? - 4.2 X .n. . 
'\ 





+ 24 volts 
c1 - J.,u.f 





c4, c5 - 40 /'/"I . 
C 6 - 1500 ,?-/-'-/ 
c7 - 60 /"./' f , 
Q1 - UC 2132 
Q2' ~· ~ - WEl.61' 
Di_ - silicon diode 
J'igure 2: ~ Sche~tic of Designed Circuit 
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resistor for common 











































Referring to Figure 2, it can be seen that the dual J'ET (Q1) is 
biased by a forward biased diode D1; which is bypassed for .a-c by 
capacitor c1 ._ The diode _D1 is driven at a constant_ forward current (and 
_ consequen~ly a constant voltage) by R1 • R1 was chosen so that the voltage 
across the diode D1 would bias O:l near the crossover point for Q1 · ( see 
Appendix C). This particular bias ·point minimizes thermal drift in the 
J'E'.I'. ~ ~ RJ are ·determined by the voltage desired at the drain of Q.1 
and the current desired through % and ~· The. series R-C branches 
formed by c2 , ~ and c3, R.5, load down the a.-c output of the FET from 
frequencies well below the lower cutoff of the amplifier, in an attempt 
· to stretch the band~id th. The resistor pairs R6 and R8, and ~ and ~· 
form voltage dividers for d-c and low frequency signals. Their values 
were chosen to provide the proper bias for ~ and QJ and also to provide 
amplitude division of one half for low frequencies. The values of 
capacitors c4 and c5 were chosen so that the divider network would be 
ineffectual for frequencies of 6oo kilohertz or h~gher. Resistor B.i2 
was chosen to be as high as possible in order to provide common mode 
rejection. It's value is limited, however, by the bias r~quired for Q2 
and Q:3. D-c bias considerations determined the values of R10 and R11. 
The a-c signal is coupled_ from the collector of ~ to the last stage, 
(;fl 
through 06 which has sufficient capa.ci tance_ to pass all frequencies of 
interest. Resistors RlJ' R14, Bis• Ri6 bias ~' and Ca eliminates feed-
back from ~he emitter for all frequencies within the operating ~nge ot 
the system. The.negative feedback branch formed by c7 and Hi? provide a 
. t~n to one reduction in gain in th·e final stage· for all frequencies of 











Ref erring to the experimental results,. found in Appendir C, one finds 
that the midband voltage gain of the F'ET differential amplifier is thirty~ · 
four, which is reasonably close to the original gain specifi~tion of 
thirty. 
The lower cutoff frequency (3 db point) of the -circu.i t is,) approximately 
30 kilohertz and the upper cutoff frequency is 5.5 megahertz, thus yield-
ing the required bandwidth of 5 mega.hertz. However, as can be seen from 
'--the gain vs. frequency plot found in Appendix C, there is a substantial 
"bump" in the curve centered about l(X) kilohertz. This irregularity is 
due to the lower cutoff frequencies of the various feedback loops not 
being quite low enoiigb. The lower frequency gain irregularities limit the 
':f 
usefulness of this particular circuit to frequencies above 500 kilohertz. 
The results of thermal testing of the circuit over a range from 5°c 
0 
\ to 50 C show very small changes in gain as can be seen in Appendix c. 
The small changes that did occur were due to drift of the bipolar transistor 
components; in particular, the,last stage, since it was not pa.rt of the 
differential configuration. The replacement of all bipolar transistors 
with J'ET 1 s would ease this situation. 
Circuit-testing was done with an input signal of 100 millivolts. -
Maximum input for undistorted output is·6o0 millivolts, corresponding to 













· · - The FE! differential amplifier is a useful device possessing the 
' 
/ 
desireable properties of very low thermal drift, low noise, high . .. . :, --- ... ····-·- ·•···- .... -
- - --- --- -- . ----~ . ~·---- -- ·--·. _ ... __ ··--· ... ··--·--······----- ·- --..,,., . 
... ,- ' 
. . . - ... 
·" . ' 




rad ia t 1 on resistance, and high input impedance. How~ver., it does create 
the problem of limiting bandwidth, and a compromise must be ma.de between 
input impedance and the bandwid~h desired to fit a parti.cular application. 
An amplifier demonstrating these properties was built. It has an 
input impeda11:ce of ·J megohms and a bandwidth of S·megahertz with a gain 
' 
of thirty-four. Maximum input for undis~orted output is 600 millivolts. 
.... · 
·-"· 
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The Differential .Amplifier · 
... ;--
Differential amplifiers (see ,Figure A-1) possess the property of 
____________. 
. low· thermal drift and have the capability to amplify the difference 
in voltage between two input terminals. The output of such a circuit 
- ....... ·-·-· ···--··· . - ·- ----- - - - -- ---- --
.•. 
Low thermal drift is achieved by effectively subtracting the effect 
of the change in the temperature sensitive parameters of one active 
element from the effect due to. the other active element. In order to 
illustrate the subtraction mechanism, consider the equivalent circuit 
" for thermal drift of a differential amplifier as shown in Figure A-2.J 
It is desired to calculate the change in input voltage which is 
( 
necessa~ to compensate for the change in the temperature sensttive 
parameters, thereby maintaining th$. collector current constant. In 
order to simplify the analysis and since the circuit is symmetrical 
-
the bisection theorem is applied and results in the configuration 
shown in Figure A-J. Note that the resistor R:x is shorted since the 
differential mode of the circuit is desired. 
The collector current is to be maintained constant. Thus, 
(Al) 
Therefore, 
!J. I CR>1 6 a!Ei a.r 
+ = - __ c __ ~ i:B1 
1 - a 1 - a, ( 1 - a,) r c (A2) 
3. Texas Instrumep.ts Incorporated, Transistor Circuit Design, (New (York, 1963), PP• 133-135• 
( 
a~ •• --- -•-
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F.qui valent Drift Oircui t 
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Thus the equivalent differential input is, 
ll+r+R+r 
- B b E e (.6 ~IE . - !::i. ~IE ) 
ci 1 2 
(A7) 
It can be seen tµa.t all thermll.7 dependent parameters are effectively 
cancelled if active devices of similar thermal characteristfcs are 
chosen. 'It should be noted that respective non-thermally effected 
· parameters of the actiTe devices were considered to be equal. Thus, 
,. 
" ! ··-. ·-· . 
r r = r 
°l. C2 
rbi = rb2. 
r = r 
el. 82· 
Bl = ci2 
.,.. ... (A8) 
. ... 
I:. 
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however, the dJfferential amplifier also has a finite common mode gs.in, 
that is, the sum of the two input voltages is also amplified. The 
. \r 
common mode gain can be reduced by increasing ~ (see Figure A-1) or 
by replacing Rx by a current source. A fi~e of merit of a _differential 
amplifier ia the ratio of the differential mode gain to the common 
. 
~ 
mode gain. This ratio is lmown as the 11 common mode rejection factor". 
The counnon mode rejection factor and the differential operation 
\~-~ . ' ' 
· of a differential amplifier are demonstrated in the analysis prese~ted .··-.. 
now. 
The current flowing in the collector branches of the amplifier 
can be split into two components: the symmetrical current (18 ) represent-
ing common mode operation and the aaymmetrical current (18 ) represent-
ing the differential mode operation. The current directions are as 
,.. 
· shown in Figure A-4. From ~igu.re A-4 it can be seen that, 
__ a1~ = i + 8 18, 
Also, 
't, 






= Rg + rb . 
' 




















































a-c Equivalent Circu.i t 
r 
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-- • - :°cllL'- . . -, 
I 
' 
Using Kirchhoff's law, 
-a)-
e1 = ibiR9 + (18 - ia + ·1bi)r8 +(218 + ~ + ib}Rx (Al4) 
l. 
.. Using equations {A9) and (AlO) in (A14) and (Al5) gives, 
1·-i . ·1-i ·1-1 i+i 
s aR +(1-·1+ s a)r+(2i+ ·S a+ .s a.)R 
~ s s a ~ e s ~ J3 x 
(A16) 
. ..,,_ 
Combining like terms and regrouping yields, 
·R 1r 2R R 
(., (..! + r + ....! + 2Rx+ %~ 1 + (..! + e == 2 ~ e ·~ ~ s ~ 
Adding 8i and e2 gives, 
.-., 
R r 2R 
e. 1 + e2 = 2 c-:. + r + ~ + 2R + ~ 1 p e~ X fl S 
, Thus 
e + e 
i = 1 2 
s . 
R r 





s a+ s a)R $ ~ S X (Al7) 
r 
r +....!)i 
,e ,a a 
"' 




































Mal tiplying numerator and denominator by 1J gives, 
~~ 
e = (el - e2) 
os 2(R
9 
+ [1 + 13) [r
8 
+ 2RJ) ( A23) · ··· ·· · · · ·:s·:·c,· · 
where •os is the common mode component of the output voltage and 
~R 
. L 
is the common mode .gain (A0). Subtracting . 
•· 
e2 - e1 = 2(~ + r + .:!} 1 13 e ~ a -~ (A24) 
Thus, 
e - e 2 1 · .... · ........... . 
ia = R r 
2(f,+ r 8 + -f) 




e = 1 lL = L (e e ) oa a-'L R r 2 - 1 
2(-j+ re+ f' (A26) 
Multiplying numerator and denominator by a gives, 
(A2'l) 
where e is the differential mode component of the output voltage and oa -. 
p~ 
is the differential mode gain (An) • Thus the total 2(R9 + [13 + 1)r8 ) . . -
output Toltage (e0 ) is giTen b7, 
BR 
e = ·e + e = · L (e -



































The common mode rejection factor (M) is, 
A_ . 2 ( ~ + 1) R . 
M=..A=l+ ~ X 
· Ac· · · ·· ····· R.
8
- + -{13-+ 1) r
8 
·-· .1;7.:-.-. .(A29) 
·····Therefore it can be seen that as R:z: increases, M increases. indicating 
that the common mod~ is more effectivel7 suppres~ed. 
.·•. 
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The Field-Effect Transistor 
. . The field-effect transistor is so called because the basis of 
,~~ • .: •.• ....... ~ "•<'"·"- ........... --~ ·- -· . 
its operation is the affect of a transverse electric field from a 
I reversed biased p-n junction on a current passing throi]f;h a semi-
conductor pa th ( see Figure B-1). The current thi,ough a uniformly 
doped semiconductor bar is governed by the conductance of the bar 
which is given by 
where 
G . = gp W.H p 
b L 
q = electronic charge 
./'- = mobility 
p = impurity concentration. 
. (:Bl) 
-,..,;· 
. . . .. . . l 
When a reverse bias is applied to th·e junction formed by the heavily. 
.... -.,•-·_- ... -~ .. -, .. -.... -. 
doped ~ region, called the gate, e.nd the moderately doped p region, 
-1 
called the channel, a depletion layer is formed in the p region. The 
• J 
-
width of th'e depletion layer is dependent on the amplitude of the 
reverse voltage. All mobile carriers are removed from the depletion 
region due to the transverse field caused by the reversed biased p-n 
junction. Thus the effective height of the channel is reduced, which 
in turn reduces the value of the conductance of the semiconductor bar 
in accordance w1 th equa.tion (Bl). ~ 
The value of the gate-to-source voltage that causes the deplet~on 
. Al, 
layer to completely occupy the channel can be shown to be· 
4 •. Leonce J. Sevin, Jr., Field-Effect Transistors, (New York, 1965), 
PP• 1-2J. 
1/ 
. . .. _. .. ··-· - ~..--::. --:· ~J·· • - - ·-:....:, .... _._ 
.i..·. 
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V = 0 C 
p . 8 E' 
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. I 
. (:B2) r 
__ .---.-~-------··where . -· " .... -q~-= -electron charge --.,·-····. -------~---. . .. . .·~···-:-·---· .. ~-··-·· . .... ______ ,. ___ , __ .. -·- .. •' -- ......... ·-- -·-· ., ... ,· ... ~-- ., --·-·· ·-·- "'' ~---. ··"-.···.·-.-·-···. ____ .. , ..... ,- ... . '' . 
P = impurity concentration 
0 . '. 
H = height- of the chann.el C 
E = permitivity of material. 
. . 
The particular value Vp is called the "pinch-off voltage". Actually the 
.. / . 
conducting channel is not cfompletely pinch~ off at the pinch-off 
voltage. Some current can still flow through the channel and this 
current is essentially independent of the driving voltage impressed 
( 
at either end of·the channel (see Figure B-2) • 
a· 
• 
. · . 
..... ;, .._-. 
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increasing magnitude of 
gate-to-source voltage (V GS) 
~--------------VGS = V2 
Drain-to-Source Voltage (Vns> 
.,,: 
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n 
drain current ( In} 
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Dual JET is UC2132 
• -- Temperature at O~~entigr@.~. 
A - Temperature at 25°centigrade 








(Vos) in Volts 
Figure C-1 : Graph Showing Temperature Crossover Point 
·~., for· Side 1 of Dual FE1' 
• J ' 
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drain current (In) 
in milliampe 
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Dual FET is UC21J2 
. - Temperature at o0 centigrade 
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. D - Temperature at 46 centigrade 
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Gate-to-source Voltage (VGg) 
in Volts 
Graph Showing Temperature Crossover Point 
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at 50 centigrade 
at 26°- centigrade 
at 50 0- centigrade 
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